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Mr. President,
Amnesty International wishes to express its profound regret at Myanmar’s rejection of all 27
recommendations relating specifically to the human rights and humanitarian situation of the
persecuted Rohingya minority.1 Almost four years after violence erupted in Rakhine State,
140,000 individuals, mainly Rohingya, remain in IDP camps without sustained access to
essential humanitarian assistance. In Rakhine state, Rohingya continue to face severe
restrictions on their right to freedom of movement and have only limited access to health care,
education and equal employment opportunities.2 The authorities’ refusal to acknowledge the
entrenched human rights violations faced by the Rohingya remains a serious obstacle to
resolving the situation in Rakhine State.
Mr. President,
While Amnesty International notes Myanmar’s acceptance of one recommendation to
“continue to release” prisoners of conscience,3 we are disappointed that it rejected seven other
recommendations calling for the release of all remaining prisoners of conscience.4 Nearly one
hundred prisoners of conscience remain behind bars despite recent amnesties and hundreds of
human rights activists are currently on trial, charged solely for the peaceful exercise of their
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rights.5 As long as the authorities continue to monitor and harass human rights activists and
while repressive laws remain on the book, any prisoner releases will remain symbolic. Amnesty
International was therefore pleased to note that Myanmar accepted recommendations to
amend laws which restrict the rights to freedom of expression, association and peaceful
assembly and urges the government to implement these recommendations without delay.6
Finally, Mr. President,
While Amnesty International welcomes Myanmar’s acceptance of recommendations to provide
redress to victims of land confiscations,7 we consider that these commitments do not go far
enough. We urge the authorities to enact and enforce legislation to prohibit forced evictions
and to strengthen environmental safeguards to protect against any infringements of human
rights caused by the extractive and manufacturing industries.
Thank you, Mr. President.
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